LID

Mythical form.
Spherical light.
With LID, serien.lighting continues the formal simplicity of successful products such as SML
and APP, adding a circular luminaire that is ideally suited for use in corridors and stairwells and
accentuates walls in private homes, hotels, bars and restaurants. On account of the pleasant,
calm, and spherical light it emits, LID is also perfect for bathrooms and spas.
From a straightforward illuminant equipped with four LED circuit boards, LID washes walls
in even, rotationally symmetric surface light. The extensive flood of light makes the luminaire
appear to be floating in front of the wall. In addition, the way the glass edge reflects the light
gives rise to subtle, characteristic line of light. An aureole emerges, conjuring up associations
with a rising moon.
The front is deliberately conceived not as a light box but as a medium for high-end materials,
which blend in with different interiors and architectural contexts; the front disc is available
in various versions: genuine opal glass, silver or champagne-colored aluminum, and mirror
glass. LID is ideal for use in rows, in a group, or as a single luminaire.
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LID Wall

material
cooling unit: aluminium; housing: transparent Plexiglas®; front: aluminium, glass or mirror
versions
front: aluminium champagne or silver anodized, glass or mirror
lamp	LED Mid Power 16 or 23 W, CRI Ra>90, R9>50, EEI A+ (suitable for A++ to A);
LED unit can be replaced on site; other technical versions (CCT/CRI/power) on request
control
TRIAC (dimmable with external trailing edge dimmers); DALI or 1–10V
light
smoothly all around to the sides
accessories mirror adapter
features	110 V versions on request; DALI and 1–10 V versions are suitable for the use in
emergency lighting systems
design
Formfjord
awards
2018 Iconic Award Interior Innovation »Best of Best«
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